
THE traditional folding gate
typically comes with the
roller and track inconven-

ience, where sand gets stuck in
between and the roller runs out
from the gate and track.

These issues do not happen
with the Unigate, an automated
trackless folding gate.

UniGate by DeLUX, one of
the pioneer manufacturers in
Malaysia, has been a trusted
brand in the market since its
establishment some 10 years
ago. To fulfil the needs of own-
ers, DeLUX has improvised on the
UniGate to have more eye-catch-
ing designs and styles.

Unlike the traditional folding
gate, UniGate is secured with
12 locking points wall support. The UniGate
comes with built-in ball bearing support for
smooth operation and sound solution. The
arm support of the UniGate is totally different
from other conventional gates. It is a custom-
made three turning point arm which helps
minimise break-ins.

Some of UniGate’s basic features include it
being child-safe, rust-free and equipped with
a built-in alarm system and panic button. It
also comes with adjustable hinges and an
auto-reverse sensor system. With its unique
opening, UniGate allows opening beyond
100° for easy car entry and exit as the square
arm support helps to save at least 50% of the
space.

UniGate also offers an extendable warranty
of up to 10 years, at a minimal rate on the
main parts and other parts.

This year, DeLUX introduces the stainless
steel trackless folding UniGate that come with
LED lights. This new collection, “DeLIGHT”,
consists of three designs – Dandelion, Letron
and Cozy. The LED lights will automatically
turn on when the gates are opening. It is styl-
ish and also serves as front yard pillar lights.

n DeLUX invites homeowners to visit it at
IOI Mall Puchong , Old Wing second floor
to view its new products. For details, call
03-8063 8804 or 03-8075 6680 or log
on to www.mydelux
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Renovating on a budget
NEW homeowners will know how difficult it
is to transform their house renovation dreams
into reality. More importantly, budget con-
straints present a significant barrier to have
the ideal home.

One of the most important additions to
any new home is undoubtedly the kitchen.
Fortunately, you can make your home reno-
vation budget work for you in your quest for
your dream kitchen.

Be the smarter one and opt for Kubiq – the
modular kitchen and wardrobe system fea-
turing low prices, no waiting, trusted quality,
and a no-frills approach that will give you
cost savings.

Kubiq is based on an innovative Self-
Involvement Concept where you choose
exactly what you need without unnecessary
extras. You are able to take charge and coor-
dinate your kitchen or wardrobe planning
and design from start to finish – all while sav-

ing money. Here are the ways you can save:
* Kubiq’s completely modular systems

means you pay only for the modules and fit-
tings you need, in the exact layout you want.

* You are your own designer and kitchen
consultant, leaving out professional costs.

* Ezikit, Kubiq’s patented 3D miniature
modelling kit, is an easy design and quotation
tool.

* Kubiq’s transparent and detailed compo-
nent price list enables you to manage your
own budget without hidden costs and fees.

* Opt for your own delivery and self-instal-
lation, or have Kubiq’s third-party recommen-
dations at a nominal cost.

With Kubiq, now you can have kitchens
your way without burning a hole in your
pocket.

n For details on Kubiq, log on to
www.kubiq.com.my

Eye-catching
trackless gates

Kubiq is based on
an innovative
Self-Involvement
Concept where
you choose what
you need.

DeLUX’s DeLIGHT collection features LED lights that automatically
turn on when the gates are opening.


